Chesham Town Council
Bill Richards
Town Clerk

Tel: 01494 774842
Fax: 01494 582908

www.chesham.gov.uk
Email: admin@chesham.gov.uk

7th February 2020

Dear Councillor ,

I hereby give notice of a meeting of the RECREATION AND THE ARTS COMMITTEE to be held in the Council
Chamber, The Town Hall, Chesham, on

MONDAY 17th FEBRUARY 2020 AT 7.30PM

1. Apologies for absence.
2. Declarations of Interest.

AGENDA

3. To receive and confirm the Minutes of the Committee meeting held on 2nd December 2019.
4. To receive and consider the Minutes of:
a. Impress the Chess meeting of the 7th November 2019.
b. Environment Group Meeting of the 21st November 2019.
c. Allotment Group meeting of the 10th December 2019 & 28th January 2020.
d. Elgiva Board of Management meeting of the 20th January 2020.
5. Chesham Moor Gym and Swim Update.
6. Climate Emergency & Environmental Update
7. Cemetery Chapel Survey Report
8. Exclusion of the Public and the Press
9. Possible Sale of Land at Depot
10. Elgiva and Chesham Moor Gym and Swim Capital Works Update

Yours sincerely,
Bill Richards
Town Clerk

th

Publication date: 7 February 2020
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Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Recreation and Arts Committee
on Monday 17th February 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 5 - CHESHAM MOOR GYM AND
SWIM CENTRE
Reporting Officer: Stephen Pearson (01494 583825)
Summary
1.

To consider the financial report for the nine months of 2019/20.
Background Information

2.

At the meeting of the Policy and Resources Committee held on the 17th December
2007, it was resolved that: ‘the Officers, in consultation with the Friends of Chesham
Moor Swim & Gym, produce a five year business plan and that there be regular
monitoring reports to each Recreation and the Arts Committee Meetings.’ (Minute
No.38).
Financial Implications

3.

As outlined within the report.
Equality Act Implications

4.

Non applicable.
Strategic Objectives

5.

Accords with the Council’s strategic aim 1b – ‘The Moor Gym & Swim, with its outdoor
pool, ball courts and gym, is a unique facility which provides family friendly leisure and
fitness opportunities in a rural setting. It will be maintained and enhanced wherever
possible in an environmentally friendly way.’
Detailed Consideration

6.

The membership takings (excluding VAT) are detailed in the table below. However it
must be noted that the monthly and annual gym memberships include free swimming
and free tennis and some members may take up membership purely for swimming.
Also with effect from April 2019 the Council opted for Sporting Exemption from VAT
so there is 20% addition income from each membership as the price hasn’t changed,
which has resulted in an additional income of around £23.4k for the nine months.

2015/16
£

April
May
June

12,390
11,044
13,502

2016/17
£

13,232
13,560
12,189

2017/18
£

13,808
12,485
12,283

2018/19
£

13,904
13,560
13,046

2019/20
£
SPORTING
EXEMPTION
17,423
15,785
15,241
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July

12,369

2015/16
£
*August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
TOTAL
7.

11,516

14,363

15,438

2016/17
£

2017/18
£

2018/19
£

12,006
12,834
11,196
11,947
10,972
14,834
10,822
12,202
147,310

12,546
11,067
11,766
10,913
10,564
14,720
10,828
12,657
148,000

11,785
12,382
12,562
12,638
12,241
14,149
12,397
14,611
158,717

11,166
10,943
9,429
10,350
11,113
12,106
9,614
12,054
136,080

16,954

2019/20
£
SPORTING
EXEMPTION
15,532
16,180
14,295
16,390
13,166

140,966

The above gym figures show an increase of around 20% (£23.4k) when comparing the
first nine months of 2019/20 against that of 2018/19 but this is purely due to the change
in VAT otherwise the figures are similar to last year, although December seems to have
shown a slight decrease. In line with the Internal Auditor’s report, the number of new
Members and gym visits are being included within this report and are shown below:
Annual

Monthly

YEAR
January
February
March

2018 2019
1
4
1
0
1
3

2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019
52
57 6
25 3
4
31
39 10
9 2
0
42
47 12
19 0
1

2018 2019
62
90
44
48
55
70

April
May
June
July
August

3
3
4
2
0

0
6
2
2
4

50
64
67
107
49

38
67
66
69
50

71
72
77
125
56

September
October

4
1

5
4

54
39

54 12
52 10

3 5
10 3

0 75
0 53

62
66

November
December
January

1
1
4

2
0

21
4
57

29 10
13 9
25

7 0
4 0
4

2 32
0 14
90

40
17

February

0

39

0

48

March
Total

3
29

47
698

32

Daily

17
3
5
15
7

9
19
581 157

10 gym

10
9
8
14
11

1
2
1
1
0

1
129 26

Total

10
0
10
0
1

70
28 910

48
82
76
85
66

750

Total gym visits: January 2019 2,418 (2,118 last year), February 2,165 (2,378),
March 2,419 (2,198), April 2,204 (2,400), May 2,535 (2,242), June 2,360 (2,094),
July 2,518 (2,118), August 2,263 (2,253), September 2,160 (2,009), October 2,372
(2,100), November 2,378 (2,182), December 1,811(1,792).
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8.

Swimming income for the nine months has also benefited by nearly £16k from the
Sporting Exemption from VAT but is not as good as last year which benefited from the
heatwave so was above average; swimming income this year (excluding the VAT
exemption) is up on other years.

9.

Some of the Sporting Exemption gain mentioned above will be lost in the partial
exemption claim which will mean not all the VAT on the expenditure will be able to be
reclaimed - only around 20% - but over the course of a year it is hoped for a net overall
gain of around £15k.

10.

As previously reported on the expenditure side, wages are up and the rates have risen
significantly (the appeals consultant has now advised it is not worth appealing as this is
the norm). Equipment, repairs & maintenance are down as the gym equipment is now
owned by the Council, having been purchased at the end of the lease, plus the Deputy
Parks and Premises Manager is undertaking a lot of hands-on repairs at the centre.

11.

Excluding the VAT Exemption gain, the overall position is not as good when compared
against for the same period last year due mainly the reasons listed above. The overall
annual budget, including the VAT exemption gain, was set at £113k but the forecast is
that this will now be around £119.5k due to projects like the refurbishment of the
changing rooms which have now been brought forward.

12.

Alterations to building and software options for a membership which will dovetail with
the new financial software system are still under investigation by Officers and
Members.

13.

In respect to the essential upgrade of the women’s changing facilities, the Centre
Manager has confirmed that the areas needing improvement as a minimum are as
follows
 Replacement of damaged and rotten cubicles (existing units 23 years old)
 Replacement of ceiling tiles to the ‘correct type’ 100 moisture resistant.
 Conversion of copper water pipes to plastic and lagging to prevent condensation
and water droplets forming above the ceiling and saturating tiles leading to
damp and mildew.
 The blocking in of the shower area to prevent steam from entering the main
changing area and this includes a door (currently a curtain)
 Air extraction outlet to be installed into the shower area which will help control
humidity in the main changing area.
 Either a ‘wall covering’ (similar material currently used by NHS to cover large
expanses of wall where damage is regularly incurred) or a suitable, practical,
paint finish more associated with heavy wear and tear i.e. metal baskets hanging
on the walls.
The Manager states that the above list is by no means a luxury solution, more simply a
cure for what is a dated heavy use area that has succumbed to damp, not helped by the
incorrect use of materials chosen back in the 90’s that were used because of budget
restrictions.

14.

The Manager is seeking quotations for the work but it does appear that the amount will
considerably exceed the £10,000 initially earmarked for the project and therefore its
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budgetary implications will need to be considered accordingly once the quotes are
received.
Recommendation
That the Gym and Swim financial report be noted.
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 6 – CLIMATE EMERGENCY &
ENVIRONMENTAL UPDATE
Reporting Officers: Bill Richards (01494 583824) and Kathryn Graves
(01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive an update on Climate Emergency and other environmental activities.
Background Information

2.

At the Council meeting of the 9th September 2019 it was resolved that ‘The
Council agrees to note that:(a) the recent 2018 Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) report states that we have just 12 years to act on climate
change if global temperature rises are to be kept within the recommended 1.5
degrees Celsius;(b) all governments (national, regional and local) have a duty to
limit the negative impacts on climate breakdown. UK county, district and local
councils need to commit to realistic reduction targets and carbon neutrality as
quickly as possible; (c) the Local Government Association has voted to "declare a
climate emergency and commits to supporting councils in their work to tackle
climate change"
In light of the above, the Council therefore agrees to:
(1) Join other councils in declaring a Climate Emergency; (2) use all practical
means to reduce any negative impact of Council services on the environment, with
an aspiration to be carbon neutral by 2030; (3) ask officers to ensure that
specific consideration is given to how policies and our related decisions and
actions, affect our contribution to climate change, and take action as appropriate;
(4) continue to work with partners (including local residents and businesses)
inside and outside the community to deliver widespread carbon reductions.’
(Minute No. 37).

3.

Following an update to the Recreation and the Arts Committee on the 7th October,
the committee agreed ‘That the Council commission the Carbon Trust to
undertake an audit on Council facilities subject to availability or other
consultants dependent on cost.’ and ‘That outside individuals with knowledge on
climate change and sustainability be invited to this Committee for the
consideration of environmental matters and the Council consider further
community wide initiatives as soon as possible.’ (Min no. 18)
Financial Implications

4.

As detailed within the report.
Strategic Objectives

5.

Accords with the Council’s Environmental Policy.

Equality Act Implications
6.

Non applicable.
Detailed Consideration
UPDATE ON PRESENT ACTIVITIES

7.

Air Quality
Following on from the Recreation and the Arts Committee Meeting held on the
2nd December 2019 (Min no. 37) ‘That the installation of an Air Quality Monitor
at the Town Hall be confirmed’, an internal air monitor has been installed in the
Town Hall office. The monitor has been operational since the 15th January 2020
and records temperature, humidity, carbon dioxide, volatile organic compounds,
particulate matter (dust), nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone and air
pressure, showing the readings on a green, amber and red scale of good to bad. At
this time of year, the office windows are closed, so readings reflect the internal air
quality only. The monitoring will help to identify any conditions that may
exacerbate health problems, such as allergies and asthma, or be detrimental to
productivity. So far, the air quality is generally good, with the exception of carbon
dioxide levels which routinely enter the amber zone due to the lack of ventilation
in the office.

8.

Communi-Tree
The Parks Team have been assisting this project by scanning potential planting
sites to ensure that utilities are not disturbed when the tree holes are dug. To date,
eight trees have been planted on Council land next to Moor Marsh by volunteers
from the Chiltern Society.

9.

Christmas Tree Chipping
The Christmas Tree free chipping scheme operated at the Park Depot in early
January. The Parks team chipped 40 trees, with the resulting chippings being
added to the in-house compost heap at the Depot.

10.

Bio-Chopper
The Parks Manager is concerned about the volume of green waste generated by
the work of the Parks Team that cannot be disposed of using the in-house chipper.
These are materials such as brambles, ivy and awkwardly-shaped wood. At
present, these materials are burnt in a weekly fire at the Depot during the autumn
and winter months. This weekly fire contributes to air pollution and can create a
nuisance for neighbouring properties.
Your Parks Manager has been investigating a Bio-chopper as a more
environmentally-friendly solution. A bio-chopper is a piece of equipment that can
be transported as a trailer and takes all types and sizes of green waste. The waste
is shredded and then mulched to such a fine size that the end product can be used
as a good quality compost.
Purchasing a Bio-chopper would be a significant investment, with costs estimated
at around £25,000. However, as well as improving our environmental
performance, the equipment does have income-generating potential. For example,
if we invested in a version with road lights and hydraulic breaks, making it

roadworthy, there is the potential to take it to other parishes. Furthermore, the
compost produced is said to be of good enough quality to sell; locally-produced
compost may be a desirable product for some gardeners.
The Parks Manager can organise a Bio-chopper demonstration, if this would be of
interest to Members.
11.

Composting
Your Allotments Officer and Policy and Projects Officer have had a site meeting
with a local company to investigate options for composting food waste generated
at the business, with a view to developing a project with Chesham in Bloom.
Should this scheme go ahead, there is the potential to use it as a case study to
encourage behaviour change by local businesses in the way they manage their
food waste.

12.

Climate Emergency
In line with Min. no. 37 from the Recreation and the Arts meeting of the 2nd
December 2019, 3-Acorns Eco-Audits have been selected to conduct a Carbon
Audit of the Council’s facilities later this month.
Your officers attended a Climate Emergency Webinar organised by the Society of
Local Council Clerks and are currently investigating the recommendations and
resources from the webinar. This includes holding a ‘world café’ style action
planning workshop as an effective means of garnering a wide range of ideas from
the community. This has been carried out successfully in towns such as Totnes.
Sustainable Chesham are keen to work with the Council to engage with the wider
community and would like ideas such as this workshop to be considered.
Sustainable Chesham has provided information for consideration for inclusion on
our web site. Your officers are currently designing a new page for the web site
focusing on the Climate Emergency.

13.

Energy
Sustainable Chesham would like the Council to promote a Green Switch Initiative
and will be bringing information about green switching to the meeting.

14.

Environmental Policy
Sustainable Chesham are reviewing the Council’s current Environmental Policy
with the aim of including tiered commitments acknowledging that some changes
may time, as well as including good and best practice. Sustainable Chesham will
bring a progress report to the meeting.

15.

Cleaner, Greener Chilterns Campaign
The Chiltern Society has launched its campaign at:
https://chilternsociety.org.uk/pledge/ to get people to commit to doing their bit to
improve their local environment. An individual can choose to make up to 5
pledges around the topics of water consumption, meat consumption, waste, car
journeys and tree-planting. Your officers have been promoting this campaign
through the town council web site and social media. An article about the
campaign will also be included in the Town Guide. Councillors may wish to
consider taking the pledge as community leaders to encourage behaviour change
in residents.

FUTURE OPERATION OF THIS COMMITTEE
16.

As well as highlighting its involvement in points 13, 14 and 15 above, Sustainable
Chesham have written to officers and the Chairman of this Committee to pose the
following questions:


Could ‘Environment’ be added to the Recreation and the Arts Committee title
to reflect that it now formally includes plans to tackle the climate and
ecological emergency locally?
Response: Officers in liaison with the Chairman are proposing the overhaul
in terms of the name and terms of reference in the attached paper. Any actual
changes to the Committee and its operation would need to be ratified by
Council.



Can Councillors on other committees be invited to be a formal part of this
committee now that its remit has been altered formally to include this agenda?
Response: The Committee will have a wide brief and, generally, it is agreed
that smaller Committees work better in decision-making. Anything of
contention can still be referred to full Council for determination where all
Members attend.



Can we discuss how the Committee can get input from the wider community
about how Chesham can become carbon neutral and enhance local
biodiversity?
Response: Officers and Members welcome any suggestions to engage the
local community and look forward to hearing from representatives of
Sustainable Chesham on this.

Recommendations
(i)

That an action planning workshop on carbon
reduction and biodiversity enhancement in Chesham
be held and that other initiatives to engage the local
community on climate change be considered.

(ii)

That Councillors agree to the Parks and Premises
Manager organising a demonstration for a BioChopper.

(iii)

That the Committee consider recommend changing
the name and terms of reference of the Committee.

Recreation & Arts Committee
Proposed Name Change
Over the last year climate change and how we address local and national issues relating to it has
become the focus of increased media attention and public awareness. Local as well as national
attention has become concentrated on recognising that the time for action is now, the need to
bring forward positive change, and that we all need to work together to identify, halt and mitigate
against further climate deterioration.
To that end, at the September 2019 meeting of Chesham Town Council we unanimously agreed to
declare a climate emergency and tasked the Recreation & Arts Committee with the job of
investigating the current climate position in relation to CTC’s facilities and operations. We also
agreed that any future actions need to be meaningful and measurable and cannot be pointless
paper exercises. A schedule of projects is now being considered by the committee’s members
who are working in collaboration with community partners including Sustainable Chesham.
The Rec & Arts Committee is also responsible for the development and scrutiny of numerous
other key CTC work streams, including but not limited to:The Elgiva Theatre
Moor Gym & Swim
Parks & Premises Team
Devolved services
Parks & green spaces
Civic events
Key environmental projects & organisations
The work of numerous Town Partner activities
Over the last 5 years a more dynamic and ambitious group of elected Members has brought
forward a greater number of and range of projects and increased the scope of operations that the
committee considers. We have also seen major changes to the public realm that the Council
operates within, with further changes planned. It has been identified that the committee title of
Recreation & Arts does not necessarily still capture or reflect the full remit of its workload and has
become outdated. In addition, Sustainable Chesham has asked whether it would be appropriate
to alter the name of the committee to reflect the current and growing environmental agenda.
It is therefore proposed that the name be changed to Community Assets & Environment
Committee. This more accurately reflects the scope and emphasis of its work, incorporates a
reference to the increasingly important environmental agenda and provides for the inclusion of
further devolved services and asset management issues that may arise once the operating
practices of the new Buckinghamshire Council unitary authority have been established.
Cllr Jane MacBean
Chair, Rec & Arts
February 2020
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 7 – USE OF CEMETERY CHAPEL
Reporting Officer:

Bill Richards (01494 583824)

Summary
1.

To consider the surveyor’s report and costings in respect to possible public use of
the Cemetery Chapel.
Background Information

2.

The Chapel has been not hired out for use for two years due to its current
condition.

3.

At the Recreation and Arts Committee meeting of the 18th February 2019, it was
resolved that ‘the principle of a change of use for the Cemetery Chapel be agreed
but this be subject to a further report outlining the detailed plans of any
prospective hirers.’ (Min No. 60)

4.

At the Recreation and Arts Committee meeting of the 18th February 2019, it was
resolved that ‘a survey of the Chapel in respect to its suitability for public hirers
outside of interment services be undertaken and reported back to the Council.’
(Min No. 71)

5.

Having considered the recent surveyor’s report on the state of Cemetery Chapel,
Members present at the inquorate Recreation and Arts Committee meeting of the
13th May 2019 were of the view that no commercial use should be sanctioned at
this time and that it would be desirable to commission the surveyor to undertake a
costing review for works required to make the facility suitable for commercial
hires.

6.

At the Recreation and Arts Committee meeting of the 7th October 2019, it was
resolved that ‘the Chapel not be hired out commercially in the short-term and
the schedule of works survey be commissioned.’ (Min No. 25)
Financial Implications

7.

As outlined within the Report.
Strategic Objectives

8.

Accords with the Council’s Strategic Aim 1 - ‘To enable residents to enjoy high
quality social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and to seek the

continuing improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with
the desires expressed by the residents.’
Equality Act Implications
9.

The building would need to be accessible for those with physical impairment
difficulties.
Detailed Consideration

9.

As reported previously, since April 2014, the Chapel has only been hired out 9
times and following a complaint in regards to its condition from the last hirer in
February 2017, it has not been offered as a facility to the public.

10.

At the February 2019 Committee meeting, Members were informed that an
approach has been made by a local resident (who already runs a local business) to
utilise the facility to create a hub for local youth projects within the community as
well as using the chapel as the working space. She has suggested she would
manage the space and the everyday 'inventory' and actions. At the March
Committee Meeting, it was agreed that a professional survey be undertaken to
ascertain in further detail its condition. The attached report from Stephen
Crawley of Crawley and Evans was considered by the Committee in October.
Not surprisingly, a number of issues in terms of its condition were raised, most of
which was already known to officers and indeed the potential hirer of the facility.
In light of this, it was agreed to commission a ‘schedule of works’ costings from
the surveyor to ascertain how much it would cost to bring the building up to a
state for commercial hires.

12.

The costings schedule and explanation note are now attached. Clearly the overall
costs are very significant and, in light of the Council looking at considerable
capital investment at the Elgiva and Gym and Swim Centre, your officers do not
recommend proceeding with this.

13.

Obviously, the building remains of much architectural and historic interest (even
though it is not a ‘listed building’). If the Council was minded to use it as a place
for archiving or storage, the surveyor does not believe much annual maintenance
is required to keep the building in its current state externally though, should the
former be considered, some sort of low-level heating could be considered.

14.

In the light of the foregoing, it is suggested that the Council just continue with the
general maintenance of the building for the foreseeable future.

Recommendation
That the Chapel’s Schedule of Works required to bring the building to a
standard to be hired out be noted but no major works be undertaken at
this time.

Bill Richards

Town Clerk

STEPHEN CRAWLEY - CEMETERY CHAPEL SURVEY REPORT
We met yesterday at the above when you explained the council’s desire to find a use for the
building which is now more or less redundant. You also outlined the proposed use by
someone who will run dancing classes.
I understand that the cemetery was established in 1857 however the chapel is unlikely to be
as old as this, dating from the latter part of the 19th century. The construction is of brick walls
dressed externally with flint, stone & with brick banding beneath a steeply pitched clay plain
tiled roof.
You asked me to carry out a preliminary inspection to look at the building generally. My
findings were limited by the lack of proper safe high-level access, Note that I also took some
photographs. Other matters arising are as the list below:
1. Use - you mentioned that the building has only been used as a chapel once in the
last two or three years and very little in the last ten years or so before that.
2. Damp - it suffers a considerable amount of dampness and also some condensation.
The plasterwork was damp damaged at low level hence has now been removed the decorations were not too bad hence presumably were renewed after I last
inspected the building back in 2012.
3. Electrical - you say that the electrical installation has been periodically tested and
the label on the distribution board indicates the name A R Darvell Limited. This
company tested in 2015 and advised a retest date of March 2020. I note that you are
currently awaiting costings for new electric heating as you wish to do away with the
six high level quartz ray heaters which are inadequate and give rise to ‘hot heads
and cold feet’. Whilst some background heating will be of benefit to the fabric it will
be both expensive to install & operate and is probably not justifiable unless a use
can be identified. The consumer units are also old and require renewal.
4. Vestry - there is a timber floor in the vestry. Having regard to the amount of
dampness in the building, it is possible that rot could occur beneath this floor hence
it will be wise to lift some boards to check the condition.
5. Cracks - various small cracks are evident internally and externally but none are very
wide and some have received attention since 2012. All cracks should be recorded
and monitored.
6. Footings - there is little evidence of significant movement in the walls at low level
and this is possibly an indication that the building is founded in the chalk and hence
relatively stable.
7. Stability - this is a very tall and slender building, the gable walls being particularly
high. These walls are weakened by their height and the fact that they incorporate
very large window openings. It will be desirable to achieve proper connections
between the roof and the walls insofar that this will help to strengthen the structure,
this is important because the horizontal timber purlins are likely to have rotted where
they are built into the damp external walls.
8. Pointing – some repointing and repairs have been carried out in recent years. This
work is not particularly tidy, and working with flint is difficult, but a cement based
mortar should not have been used in order to be compatible with the lime in the
original building. Also, lime enables the walls to breathe whereas the cement holds
the damp in place. There are two vertical open joints on the east gable which require
repointing – these are either side of the second red brick band, being of six courses
in height.
9. Weeds – there is a small amount of weed growth in the walls and this should be
removed. Similarly deal with the ivy and the shrub to the SW corner.
10. Roof - you mentioned that the steeply pitched tiled roof has been repaired from time
to time, having been subjected to vandalism. At present there are only a few missing

tiles evident being the three on the west side of the porch. Matching tiles should be
used when undertaking repairs.
11. Gutters - the lead gutters need to be cleared twice a year. Debris was noted in a
number of locations and there is plant growth to the east side of the vestry.
12. Chimney – the stability of the tall stone chimney stack to the vestry should be
checked – if it moves then it could simply be reduced in height rather than
undertaking repairs.
13. Finials – you should check that the two remaining high level finials are sound. One
is the cross over the south porch. The other is on the east gable and much of it is
already missing. If found unstable or loose then they should be carefully removed.
14. Copings - the stability and condition of the stone copings should be checked given
the steepness of the roof and the fact that any ferrous fixings may have
disintegrated over time.
Conclusion
This building is of some age, is little used, is not regularly heated & ventilated and has
lacked substantial maintenance over many years. Its condition is such that various
matters now require attention if the structure is to be maintained in a safe and
weathertight condition. As with most older buildings, the old adage of ‘a stitch in time
saves nine’ holds good insofar that some relatively minor works now will stave off the
need for substantial expenditure in the next few years.
Letting
If the property is to be let then it will require an EPC (energy performance certificate)
survey as the resultant certificate will indicate the adequacy of insulation. At present the
EPC would be unlikely to meet the required minimum E rating – this assumes that the
building is not listed (which it does not appear to be by reference to the British Listed
Buildings website). In order to make the building compliant it would require the addition
of a great deal of insulation to the walls & roof (possibly also the windows but leave the
floor cold as it is not practicable to change the existing) together with a compliant
heating system. The provision of roof insulation would necessitate reroofing which is
something that will be required anyway within the course of the next ten years or so. As
there is no gas then something like an air source heat pump would be required.
Planning
The use of a building is controlled by the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(Use Classes) Order 1987. The current use as a place of worship is likely to be category
D1 whereas a dance hall would be D2 hence planning permission will be required to
allow the change of use. The application will be considered by Chiltern District Council
who will take note of the representations from local residents who may not be supportive
of such mixed use within the graveyard, with the possibility of excited noisy children
running about. In addition, car parking is an issue as activity by cars within or adjacent
to the cemetery may cause problems – you will presumably not want cars within the
graveyard. It is also unfortunate that the nearest toilet is quite some way away by the
west gate.
Disabled access
There is currently no access ramp for wheelchair users.
Building regulations

The premises will need to comply with the building regulations and in particular, the
means of escape in the event of fire needs to be considered as there is currently only
one door.
Use
In the light of the above comments it may be preferable for the Town Council to find a
use for their own purposes such as storage in order to avoid the need for costly works.
Such a use would minimise the expenditure to that necessary to maintaining the chapel
in a safe, wind & weathertight condition and thus retain the iconic building within the
cemetery. Note that it will be fairly costly to demolish the building and to tidy the site
leaving something, such as grass, which can be then be maintained.
This is a difficult issue and I trust that these initial comments are helpful. I can put together a
schedule of work should this be required and please give me a ring should you wish to
discuss matters further.
Stephen Crawley - Evans & Craw ley Chartered Building Surveyors
Date 30.4.19

SCHEDULE OF WORKS – EXPLANATION NOTE
Please see the attached preliminary budget costing for works at the above - it indicates the
minimum spend which is likely to be required for a simple building. Please also note:
1. Budget - it will be easy to exceed this figure by doing something more elaborate or if
unforeseen problems are encountered.
2. Costings – these are only surveyors preliminary budget costings. They will need to
be tested by the obtaining of competitive tenders based on a detailed design and
specification. The detailed design process, or brief for a specific tenant, may give rise
to the need for items/matters which cannot reasonably be anticipated at present.
3. Inflation – the budgets are based on current cost levels. Inflation will occur over time
and the building industry may become busier if the economy picks up.
4. Quality – these costs are based on working to a basic specification.
5. Services - I have assumed that we will be able to connect to the existing foul drain
and water connections by the entrance lodge as new mains connections will be
costly.
6. Parking - not sure how the vehicular access and parking is going to work as there is
a single track road and no space to pull off and leave a vehicle so as to avoid
blocking traffic. Space for parking is limited/non-existent and if people park on the
grass it will look poor. If additional space for parking is required then more tarmac will
be needed but I am not sure whether there is sufficient space for this given the extent
of the burials.
7. Services – an element of tarmac repair has been allowed for as sections of the new
services will have to be installed by excavating in the roadways given that it may not
be possible to dig in the soft areas due to the proximity to the burials.

Chesham – Cemetery Chapel
Number Element

Works

Budget cost

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

roof - finials
roof - tiling
roof - stability
purlins
lead gutters
gutters
chimney
high level access
storm drainage
path to fire exit
foul drainage
water
flintwork
cracks
stonework
copings
walls
fire exit to rear elevation
steps at entrance

repair three finials
re-roof and insulate
tie roof to walls using straps
tie to gable walls with brackets
renew lead gutters
o/h rainwater goods
repair or demolish
scaffolding
new drains & soakaways
form path to rear
new foul drain to West Lodge
new water service pipe
repoint as required
repair & repoint
allow minor repairs only
check fixings + point joints
remove weeds and ivy
form new fire exit door
form ramp access + railings

6,000
35,000
1,200
1,500
8,000
800
600
5,000
3,000
2,000
11,000
6,000
4,000
700
1,500
2,000
200
2,900
4,000

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

dampness
plaster
vestry
windows
raised floor
vestry
electrical
ditto
ditto
heating
decorations
floors
toilets
kitchen

injection dpc
insulate and plaster line
remove corner fireplace
repairs + secondary d/glazing
remove raised floor to east
replace timber floor
rewire + upgrading
add fire alarm
add emergency lighting
install air-source heating
redecorate
floor coverings
form toilets
form tea station

3,500
20,000
400
9,500
2,500
2,000
9,500
3,500
1,500
25,000
9,000
5,000
11,000
5,000

net cost
+ overheads & profit
+ contingency
gross cost
+ fees at say 15%
+ 20% vat
Planning & b/control fees
Total
Budget costing - 20 December 2019

12.5%

say

202,800
25,350
20,000
248,150
37,223
57,075
2,000
344,448

